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Disclaimer
Copyright of information contained in this document is owned by Consolidated
Infrastructure Group Limited (“CIG”). You may use this information and reproduce it in hard
copy for your own personal reference use only. The information may not otherwise be
reproduced, distributed or transmitted to any other person or incorporated in any way into
another document or other material without the prior written permission of CIG.
Information in this document is given by us in good faith and has been taken from sources
believed to be reliable. We make no representations that the information contained in this
document inaccurate, complete or fair and no reliance should be placed on it for any
purpose whatsoever.
The information contained herein is not intended to serve as financial or other advice. CIG
shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by any person or company using or
relying on any information and/or opinions contained herein.
CIG does not make any representation regarding any other sources, which may be
referenced in this document and accordingly accepts no responsibility for the content or
use of such sources or information contained therein. CIG shall not be liable to any party for
any form of loss or damage incurred as a result of any use or reliance on any information
contained in such sources or any sources which can be accessed through this document
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While global uncertainty impacts SSA,
we stay focused on strategy execution
• The last 6 to 12 months have been tough for many of the largest economies on the African continent but the
drive for additional infrastructure has not stalled. The lull in the commodity cycle has had significant impact,
however we are seeing hopeful signs in the infrastructure sector. Governments, donors, lenders and private
businesses are adapting in their own ways

• Our FY2016 interim results counter the narrative that African business is ill-fated. Revenues (R2.1 billion),
EBITDA (R274 million) and PAT (R209 million) are up 26%, 33% and 28%, respectively. HEPS (136 cps) grew 24%.
Power (50%) and Oil & Gas (30%) continued to deliver the lion’s share of the profits while growth in the rail
sector was promising at 52%

• The continued focus on diversification paid off for the group. A slow down in South Africa could have
significantly impacted the group if it was not for previous decisions to invest in International growth and
persistent efforts to increase our business at Eskom. Overall our three strategic objectives remain sound―
 Strategic growth of divisions: Our divisions continue to find ways of enhancing the bottom line, whether it
is organic growth (CONCO International), focused business development (CONCO SA) or more efficient
operations (Building Materials). CPM and Energy Solutions are looking to gain ground over the next six
months as it comes to growth
 Transformative investments: Tractionel beginning to find its way after improvement in market conditions in
the rail sector and a leadership change. CIGenCo, a startup, exceeding expectations with a credible
pipeline
 Formation of a Pan-African growth engine: Focused on talent management, capital efficiency and risks
•

While we are optimistic about the outlook over the medium- to long-term, there is an abundance of
macroeconomic uncertainty in the short-term. Focused strategy execution and risk management are vital
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Overview of the group
CIG Organogram

Mauritius serves as
head of the
International
operations for CIG
and CONCO

CIG Limited

Mauritius
based

Consolidated
Building
Materials

A

Tractionel

CIGenCo –
South Africa***

Partner

Consolidated
Power
Maintenance
CONCO
International

CONCO Africa

Consolidated
Power Projects*

CIGenCo

CIG
International**

CIG Angola 1**

Angola
Environmental
Services

*CONCO Energy Solutions and CONCO SA currently have their own boards and strategies as decentralized businesses from CONCO Group
**Additional international investments will fall under CIG International. CIG Angola 1 is a SPV serving as a holding company
***CIGenco SA owns the projects in the Common Monetary Area (SA, Namibia, Swaziland, Lesotho) developed and managed by CIGenCo on its behalf
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Turbulence continues with good and bad
implications
 Downturn in the commodity sectors continue to impact SSA exports. Oil exporters are being
hurt the most as Nigeria and Angola feel the pain of oil prices below their fiscal budgets, causing
liquidity shortages and spurring inflation. Other commodity exporters hurting similarly while
there has been some relief in the form of lower pricing for fuel imports
 Continued global uncertainty hampering the investment climate. A stagnant global
macroeconomic environment, terrorism across the developed and developing world, political
shocks in key economies (Brazil, South Africa), fears of a China decline and mixed views on the
outlook in the U.S. seem to have shaken the markets and caused capital flight in many emerging
economies
 Enhanced forex risks across SSA. Many key economies implementing exchange controls due to lack of reserves and liquidity (e.g.,
Nigeria, Angola, Zambia) making it tougher to operate a Pan-African business
 Power and infrastructure support increasing across SSA. Governments, multi-laterals and donors realizing these investments will
make countries less prone to shocks during volatile times. We are now seeing movement on innovative solutions to put
infrastructure in place

 Clients becoming even more sophisticated. Seeing significant improvement in our client’s ability to navigate commercial and
technical issues in order to get execution of projects
 Partnerships becoming more and more popular. Starting to see more and more requests for partnerships with government and
other corporates as examples of ways to mitigate risks. Stakeholders realizing the “go it alone” approach on all things may not be
the most appropriate way to bring the best thinking and resources to solve problems
 Governance and strong institutions showing their strength. Valid elections, properly run government programs and
strengthening courts providing reasons for hope
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HEPS up 24% as diversification strategy
paying off
2014 - 2016 CIG interim results

Revenue
ZAR MM

1,315

1,663

2,101
+26%

274

EBITDA
ZAR MM

HEPS
ZAR cps

169

89

2014

206

110

2015

+33%

 Revenue (26%), EBITDA (33%) and
HEPS (24%) continue to show
tremendous growth
 More than ever, group has seen highs
in some pockets of group portfolio
mitigating impact of delays or
stagnation in others
 Debt-to-equity ratio reduced from
39% to 24% firmly below our
tolerance level (40%)

136

+24%

2016

 Management believes we are
entering an organic growth and
investment cycle that could
transform the group’s operations
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28% growth in profits with 56% of profits
coming from outside of SA
FY2016 CIG Segmental interim profits
ZAR Million

ex-SA

EBITDA
19
62

14

209

SA

• 56% of profits from

9

outside of SA

117
105

37

56%

• Despite low oil
prices, AES showed
robust growth of
24%

• Rail related profits
91

68

increased by 52%

• Corporate buoyed

Power

Oil & Gas

Building
Materials

Rail

Corporate*

Total

Share of
profit

50%

30%

7%

4%

9%

100%

Profit vs
2015

+21%

+24%

+9%

+52%

+131%

+28%

*Includes CIG Limited and CIG International

by technical service
and management
fees
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Diversification strategy moderating impact
of turbulence
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• International and Eskom

• Power revenue and EBITDA up 28%

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• Focused Tractionel well

• Tractionel revenue and EBITDA up

positioned for growth in
the rail sector
• CIGenCo focused on closing
on a number of projects
• Global M&A activity slow
due to market volatility

35% and 17%, respectively. New CEO
appointed
• Quicker than expected progress on
getting deals towards closure
• CIG selective, focused on long-term
fit and enhancing shareholder value

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

providing uplift for CONCO
• In SA, slow muni activity
and RE Rd 4 delays pose a
threat
• Building Materials
navigating stagnant market
• AES defying Angola macros

•
•

and 35%, respectively
− Int’l seeing tremendous growth
− Eskom spending again
− SA exposure impact CPM, ES
Building Materials EBITDA up 9%
AES’s contribution to profit grew
24% despite a tough time in Angola

• Group stepping up its game • Seeking to augment group staff base
in looking for ways to
enhance its human capital
• Talent management playing
an increasingly important
role
• Group’s partnership model
paying off across SSA

in order to improve group efficiency
and value add to subsidiaries
• Looking to establish a consistent
approach to improving the
performance of our people
• Interactions with local partners and
financiers paying off
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Strategic Growth of Divisions

Showing growth across all divisions,
portfolio approach paying off
1 Power

2
Market: International growth and pick up
at Eskom mitigate slow down in SA
munis and uncertainty of RE delays

2 Building Materials

2
Market: Building sector very stagnant
currently, our outlook is negative for the
sector

Assessment:
• CONCO Int’l business gaining traction as it begins
to stabilize its org structure, improve approach
• SA stagnant as muni activity slows and RE round 4
delayed. This impacted Energy Solutions and CPM
most dramatically. Eskom pickup helps CONCO
• CIGenCo investments look imminent

Assessment:
• Building Materials continues to find ways to improve
the bottom line in challenging conditions
• Uncertainty in SA macroeconomic and political
environment having an impact on activity and adds
risk into any potential M&A opportunities

3 Oil & Gas

4 Rail

Assessment:
• Zero percent discharge law increased production
waste volumes for AES, somewhat mitigating slow
down in exploration (i.e., CAPEX)
• Operations running smoothly. New location in
Northern Angola increasing our customer base due
to proximity and service levels

Assessment:
• Starting to win and execute tenders which have
been stalled or reissued
• New CEO named, replacing founder
• Invigorated team identifying additional opportunities
to enhance performance
• Significant increase in pipeline

2
Market: Angola macroeconomic and
political environment extremely tough.
Production volumes keep rising

2
Market: Rail tender activity increasing
significantly after a dramatic slowdown
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Strategic Growth of Subsidiaries: Power

Changes in power division beginning to
yield results, EBITDA up 31%
2014 – 2016 Power division interim results
Revenue
ZAR MM

EBITDA
ZAR MM

1,144

1,372

1,761
+28%

 28% and 31% increase in revenue and EBITDA,
respectively, largely due to increase in
International work. Completion of RE Round 3
projects and an increase in Eskom work
 In SA, slow down in munis and prospect of
Round 4 delays have impacted CONCO SA
(substations), Energy Solutions and CPM

218
137

166

+31%

 Order book has grown 43% as the execution
profile tends to be increasingly multi-year
 Awarded International contracts taking longer
to begin execution for a number of reasons

5.0

Order book
ZAR B

2.9

2014

3.7

2015

+35%

2016

 Regional strategy has made management more
market focused, results visible with the
addition of 3 new markets (Ethiopia, Malawi,
Burkina Faso)
 SSA power very promising, poised to add
offerings and diversify aggressively
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Strategic Growth of Subsidiaries: Power

RE continues to be a major driver of
business, however International making gains
Overview of Power experience across Africa and the Middle East

RE

Int’l

SA

2014 – 2016 Split of Power interim revenue
ZAR MM, Percent
1144

1372

36%

38%

26%

38%

2014

12%

50%

2015

1761

100%

28%

32%

40%

2016
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Growth in International activity seen in
order book and open tenders

Int’l

RE

SA

2014 – 2016 Interim results Order Book and Open tenders
ZAR Billion
Order book

Tenders awaiting adjudication

+32%

+30%

3.7

+35%

5.0

+31%

2.2

+15%
10.7

2.9

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.4

1.7

1.7

2015

8.5

9.3

1.6

1.3

6.9
6.3

1.5
1.5

2014

+48%

15.8

2016

2014

3.3
1.5
2.3
2015

4.0

2016
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Rapid growth, changing macros driving
change in subsidiaries
Overview of Power Division Subsidiaries
Overview

Assessment

• CONCO International showing significant

• Projects getting bigger enhancing results

•
•

improvement as org begins to stabilize
CONCO SA org settled, although SA market
has been slow
Reorganization of group structure well
advanced, next step is to focus on shared
service delivery, capital efficiency gains

• Growth disappointing in wind and T&D
•
•

sectors
Business doing well in solar with number of
farms under operations increasing to 5
Revamp of strategy to diversify footprint
and focus BD efforts

• Looking to diversify client base and
Text

•

•
•

offerings
Core business hit by SA market, however
wins in new business lines
Eskom National Contract transmission win
Adding solar PV solutions (100kW to 5MW)
while supporting CONCO’s expansion into
larger PV plants

•
•

and operational efficiency
Now looking for additional pockets of
opportunity in order to diversify
Management team enhancing levels of
sophistication in driving efficiencies,
including services. COO driving results

• Heavy exposure to SA RE new builds, SA
•
•

munis are a weakness. Look to diversify
Building real expertise in the training and
retention of talent. Great culture, better pay
Believe the new strategy will bear fruit and
reduce volatility of the business

• Still heavily reliant on substation turnkey
•

•
•

business
Gaining traction in external markets, new
wins increase urgency of BD efforts
Long-term revenue, reduces volatility
5 projects in the pipeline. Looking for the
first win. Promising business across the
13
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Strategic Growth of Subsidiaries: Consolidated Building Materials

Though top-line was flat, mix and cost
controls enabled 9% growth of EBITDA
2014 - 2016 CBM interim results
ZAR MM
231

228

-1%

171
Revenue
ZAR MM

 CBM revenue declined (-1%) highlighting
the current softness of the SA building
sector
 Due to an intense focus on mix of product
sales and controlling costs EBITDA
improved by 9% , despite market
conditions

28

33

36

EBITDA
ZAR MM

+9%

 Current macro SA weakness may offer
expansion opportunities over the medium
term
 Outlook for the sector is subdued in the
near term, though management believes
profitability can be maintained

2014

2015

2016
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Oil & Gas

AES continues its stellar performance
despite strong market headwinds
2016 AES contribution to CIG interim profit
ZAR MM



AES contribution to earnings grew by 24% to R62MM
(30% of group earnings)



Angola continues to be under significant pressure due
to the low oil price with weakening currency, liquidity
issues, decreasing reserves, inflation and political
uncertainty leading into the next elections



Through the uncertainty, Angola continues to be a
productive market for AES and CIG as the company
serves an important role in the oil value chain



Oil production projected to increase from 1.8m bpd
(average) in 2015 to 2.0m bpd in 2016



0% discharge law enacted since January 1 has
increased AES volumes



Payments, though delayed, still making their way out
of Angola to suppliers. Moderate improvement in the
period



Angolan outlook continues to be volatile however it
15
has not been as bad as the headlines indicate

62
50

2015

+24%

2016

Diversification strategy moderating
impact of turbulence
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• International and Eskom

• Power revenue and EBITDA up 28%

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• Focused Tractionel well

• Tractionel revenue and EBITDA up

positioned for growth in
the rail sector
• CIGenCo focused on closing
on a number of projects
• Global M&A activity slow
due to market volatility

35% and 17%, respectively. New CEO
appointed
• Quicker than expected progress on
getting deals towards closure
• CIG selective, focused on long-term
fit and enhancing shareholder value

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

providing uplift for CONCO
• In SA, slow muni activity
and RE Rd 4 delays pose a
threat
• Building Materials
navigating stagnant market
• AES defying Angola macros

•
•

and 35%, respectively
− Int’l seeing tremendous growth
− Eskom spending again
− SA exposure impact CPM, ES
Building Materials EBITDA up 9%
AES’s contribution to profit grew
24% despite a tough time in Angola

• Group stepping up its game • Seeking to augment group staff base
in looking for ways to
enhance its human capital
• Talent management playing
an increasingly important
role
• Group’s partnership model
paying off across SSA

in order to improve group efficiency
and value add to subsidiaries
• Looking to establish a consistent
approach to improving the
performance of our people
• Interactions with local partners and
financiers paying off
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Transformative Investments: Tractionel

Tractionel results are promising with 17%
increase in EBITDA
2015 - 2016 Tractionel interim results
ZAR MM
Revenue
ZAR MM

60

83

112
+35%

 Seeing execution of tenders and
contracts from Transnet and Prasa (to
a lesser extent)
 Significant increase in pipeline

EBITDA
ZAR MM

14
9

Order Book
132
ZAR MM

2015

132
2015 - Adj

17

+17%

 New CEO and reinvigorated
management team beginning to gain
momentum

 Working on identifying additional
opportunities with so much room for
400
growth in selected projects (locally
+203%
and internationally)
2016
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Transformative Investments: CIGenCo

CIGenCo making considerable progress as a
startup
 CIGenCo has made considerable progress on its pipeline as our reputation

in the market has allowed for access to a greater volume of projects
 Current focus is on a pipeline of 5 projects (3 solar, 2 dual fuel) we are

actively looking to close in the medium term, with a total of 20 projects in
the pipeline at varying degrees of progress. Many of the projects are in
West Africa (3), with 2 others in Southern Africa (ex-SA) and South Africa
 Reaching the point where we will need to hire additional personnel to

assist with management of projects
 Abundance of interest from potential partners. Additionally capturing

synergies with CONCO and CPM. CONCO personnel are actively helping
with identifying new business
 We view the landscape as promising but attempting to develop projects

on the continent is arduous work requiring a lot of diligence, presence and
18
patience

Transformative Investments

As the M&A market is slow we are
focused on finding the right fit

• The opportunities we have found across the African continent have been more frequent
when it comes to project finance. M&A landscape is a bit slower

• The current volatility has made it harder for sellers (who do not want to underprice due
to temporary circumstances) and buyers (who do not want to overpay for assets which
may have peaked previously)

• However, we do believe there are potential targets which could be nice fits within the
group, assuming a fair and reasonable risk-adjusted price

• The power sector continues to remain robust, though underfunded, therefore a priority
• It is rare to find a company which does not require active management to realize its
growth potential. Our view is this provides us with a natural advantage to other buyers.
We can “take the 2AM phone call”

• We continue to proactively search for companies with developing management teams
we can partner with to chart a spectacular path for growth
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Diversification strategy moderating
impact of turbulence
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Highlights

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• International and Eskom

• Power revenue and EBITDA up 28%

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• Focused Tractionel well

• Tractionel revenue and EBITDA up

positioned for growth in
the rail sector
• CIGenCo focused on closing
on a number of projects
• Global M&A activity slow
due to market volatility

35% and 17%, respectively. New CEO
appointed
• Quicker than expected progress on
getting deals towards closure
• CIG selective, focused on long-term
fit and enhancing shareholder value

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

providing uplift for CONCO
• In SA, slow muni activity
and RE Rd 4 delays pose a
threat
• Building Materials
navigating stagnant market
• AES defying Angola macros

•
•

and 35%, respectively
− Int’l seeing tremendous growth
− Eskom spending again
− SA exposure impact CPM, ES
Building Materials EBITDA up 9%
AES’s contribution to profit grew
24% despite a tough time in Angola

• Group stepping up its game • Seeking to augment group staff base
in looking for ways to
enhance its human capital
• Talent management playing
an increasingly important
role
• Group’s partnership model
paying off across SSA

in order to improve group efficiency
and value add to subsidiaries
• Looking to establish a consistent
approach to improving the
performance of our people
• Interactions with local partners and
financiers paying off
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Pan-African Growth Engine: Value-Add

Continuously looking to step our game
up at the group level
• As our human capital is our greatest asset, CIG really taking
talent management very seriously. Looking at institutionalizing
360 degree feedback across the group. Searching for the right
person to support our talent management efforts across all
subsidiaries

• Have added capacity to the group in order to enhance our
treasury and working capital capabilities

• Partnerships with key stakeholders across the continent (banks,
export credit agencies, Power Africa, etc.) really starting to
show promise as they have been responsible for progress in key
areas of growth

• “Corporatization” of subsidiaries without losing entrepreneurial
spirit is key

• Active risk management continues to be a core skill
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Contact us
Thank you for your interest!!
Website: http://www.ciglimited.com
Information: info@ciglimited.com
Investors:

investors@ciglimited.com

Main telephone: +27 10 280 4040
Fax: +27 86 748 9169
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